Mobility
Security and
functionality

Mobility, why now?
◼

Continued rise of agile working

◼

Expectations on businesses to provide customers with high
availability access to people and services

◼

Improved home technology, enabling workforces to no longer be
restricted to office locations

The right mobile solutions,
on the right mobile network
The Solution

The Problem
The need for a secure and consistent user experience for everyone
everywhere is further complicated by advancements in home and
personal technology. This has led to high expectations on business
technology to be easy to use and always available. Businesses are
faced with rising demands on ICT time, resources and money needed
to retain control without hindering productivity.

CloudSMART Mobility from C-STEM
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The Challenges

✓

Agile working continues to rise and on average users carry 3 - 5
devices each. The challenges are not just about how to best connect
the users but also how to manage them once they are connected.
Demonstrating measurable ROI from mobile strategy investments
can be complex whilst ensuring security compliance is met and
workforce productivity remains high, both in and out of the office.
This quite often falls back to the status quo of organisations paying
higher than needed operating costs.

Real World Scenarios
◼

Contractual agility

◼

Self service portal and Billing ◼ Effective cost management

◼

Mobile Security

◼

◼

Carrier/Supplier relationship

Ecosystem integration

✓
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30 Day cancellations - contractual agility
Super secure at device, application and data level
Self service mobility portal
Bespoke voice and aggregated data packages
Mobile integration to internal and external ecosystems
4G and Wi-Fi calling

Mobile Security
Compliance, secure connectivity and the monitoring of
managed/unmanaged mobile devices has become a key
responsibility for ICT management teams.
By integrating the strengths of a sophisticated array of
tools, organisations can access real time insights on the
security and status for each user at 3 levels; device,
application and data. This enhanced functionality across
the levels means organisations are now better placed to
make informed decisions, confidently taking the necessary
actions.

Where we fit
C-STEM are one of only 12 Systems Integrators and Outsources (SI&O) EE Partners across the UK
and are the only partner within the EE Corporate to have 100% of our customers re-signing with
us each time their contracts are due for renewal.
The development of agile, bespoke and robust mobility solutions, to support current and future
needs is an essential ingredient to the success of a mobile strategy and optimised user
productivity. Our SI&O status combined with our expertise and pedigree in security and Wi-Fi,
ensures our customers know their mobility needs are met and in safe hands.
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